Skeff on teaching, lecture goals, pizza, and more

Teaching Events & Grants

Creating and Displaying Content on Interactive Whiteboards
Today, 2-3 p.m., CERAS 308, hosted by EdTech@GSE.

Faculty Forum: Exploring Opportunities in Online & Blended Learning
Feb. 26: Find out about your online teaching options at this Faculty Forum hosted by VPOL, CTL, and the d.school.

Apply for Grants
Due Feb. 26: iPads for Learning: get iPads and support for them

Prevent blank stares

Teacher of teachers

Dr. Kelley Skeff reflects on his motivation, challenges, and joys of teaching in this interview with Teaching Talk.

Grading as an opportunity to teach

New teaching event comes to Stanford

CTL's "Eat, Talk, Teach, Run!"
Due Feb. 28: Community-Based Research: grants for undergrad research

...and it's not too early to start planning your Hoagland Award proposal, due April 30.

Grading student papers? Don't just grade; improve their writing with your feedback. Thoughtful tips from the Hume Center for Writing and Speaking.

Our Teaching Talk blog keeps you up to date with Stanford advances in teaching and learning.
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